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Global Communication 
By Jeremy McDaniel, Emilie Lee, and David Clayton 
 
 We examined two sets of data using Archivist: one detailing a search containing the 
words ‘8,’ ‘troops,’ ‘killed,’ and ‘Afghanistan’ conducted from October 27, 2009 to November 1, 
2009, and the other describing tweets from December 7, 2009 to January 1, 2010 containing 
the words ‘Gates,’ ‘to,’ and ‘Afghanistan.’ Our goals are to identify how much global 
communication, in terms of language and commentary rate, is actually occurring concerning 
these topics, and to compare our results to the results of similar searches. 
 In October of 2009 a roadside bomb killed eight United States soldiers continuing the 
trend of violence in Afghanistan.  A NATO soldier was also killed in the series of attacks in 
southern Afghanistan.  The other search topic, “Gates to Afghanistan” stems from Defense 
Secretary Robert Gates visiting Afghanistan in December of 2009.  The purpose of Secretary 
Gates’ visit was to encourage troops that the U.S. was still in Afghanistan to win the war, 
despite president Obama’s promise to pull out forces in July of 2011. 
 The search regarding the case in which 8 American troops were killed showed little 
global communication. The data was a bit skewed to begin with, as the 50 of the recording 
tweets are unrelated to the incident. Of the 330 total tweets, only 13 (or 3.93%) were of a 
language other than English, and all of those fell into the unrelated category. Delving into the 
data for the first case also revealed that the large majority of tweets were announcements, 
either by the news media or by individuals, offering little or no commentary. 75.15% of said 
tweets were announcements, while only 9.7% offered any sort of opinion or comment. The 
remaining 15.15% were tweets unrelated to the troops being killed. 
 Data regarding the ‘Gates to Afghanistan’ case offered mixed results. The 939 tweets 
were overwhelmingly English (over 99%), with only 9 of the total tweets coming from 1 of the 6 
other languages. Despite the lack of diversity in language, the ‘Gates’ case actually provided 
much more actual communication. 286 of the 939 (30.46%) total tweets recorded presented 
some semblance of free thinking rather than just announcing what had occurred. 
 
1 Comparing Language and Commentary Rate between data streams 
 
 In regard to the amount of tweets over time the search for “8 troops killed in 
Afghanistan” showed that almost all, 263 out of 284 relevant tweets, came on October 27
th
, the 
day the Washington Post story broke. After this date the number of tweets drastically dropped 
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off until it became basically a dead issue.  The search for “Gates to Afghanistan” showed similar 
results in that the highest number of tweets, 303 out of 939,  were recorded the day the story 
was printed as breaking news, which in this case was December 8
th
. In this case, however, the 
dates surrounding the day of the breaking news release also had a substantial amount of 
tweets regarding the subject, showing this to be less episodic than the “8 troops killed in 
Afghanistan” search.  Overall, these examples show a trend which dictates that the amount of 
communication on a given topic is heavily influenced if not totally controlled by coverage of 
media outlets and news sources. 
 Overall, the two data streams examined showed minimal true global communication. 
Both sets of data were predominantly English, with only 9 relevant non-English tweets between 
the two. While the stream concerning the death of 8 American troops in Afghanistan contained 
few comments on the event (9.7% of total tweets), Gates going to Afghanistan prompted much 
more discussion, providing a 30.46% commentary rate.. Outside of the much broader topic of 
Afghanistan, our results seem to mirror those of the other data streams. More specific (and 
United States centric) topics tend to generate less deviation in language from English.  
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AF 
Afrikaans 4 3 
AZ 
Azerbaijan 1 
BR Breton 3 
CY Welsh 1 
Da Danish 7 
De German 100 5 1 
En English 3887 2386 3785 2385 444 629 257 317 930 
ES Spanish 9 1 
FIL Filipino 5 3 
FR French 103 
GL Galatian 1 
HU 
Hungarian 1 
ID 
Indonesian 22 1 1 
IT Italian 70 1 
JP Japanese 1 5 2 
KU Kurdish 1 
LT Latvian 1 
MS Malay 23 3 3 
Nl Dutch 30 2 
NO 
Norwegian 30 
PT 
Portuguese 1 2 
RO 
Romanian 7 
SQ 
Albanian 6 
SU 
Sudanese 1 
SV Swedish 16 
TR Turkish 1 
UZ Uzbek 4 
VI 
Vietnamese 8 2 2 
Ar Arabic 1 
http://www.loc.gov/standards/iso639-2/php/code_list.php 
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